PROGRAM

The Day is on Fire  Andrew Stiefel

Theme and Variations  Sean Smeed
   for Flute and String Quartet
   Laura Marsh, flute
   Sidran Olson, violin
   Bryce C. Caster, violin
   Katie White, viola
   Kelly Quesada, cello

Watching Time  Larry Tsao

Handshakes  Scott J. Ordway
   Dtq: duo/trio/quattro
   Tatiana Kolchanova, violin
   Joy Fabos, violin
   Angelika Furtwangler, viola
   Erin Winemiller, cello

les lamentations du phoenix  Martin Loridan
   Esther Fredrickson, flute
   Clara Terrell, oboe and English Horn
   Lauren Silberman, clarinet
   Aaron Shatzer, bassoon
   Caitlin Brody, horn
   Matthew Pavilanis, piano
   Wyatt True, violin
   Andrew Stiefel, viola
   Ralph Stricker-Chapman, cello
   Milo Fultz, contrabass
   Seth Stewart, conductor

slowburn/fastburn  Scott J. Ordway
   Matthew Pavilanis, piano
   Wyatt True, violin
   Andrew Stiefel, viola
   Ralph Stricker-Chapman, cello

SCHOOL OF MUSIC AND DANCE
Beall Concert Hall  Tuesday evening
8:00 p.m.  February 7, 2012

EUGENE CONTEMPORARY CHAMBER ENSEMBLE
 Seth Stewart, director

with guest artists

Dtq: duo/trio/quattro

* * *
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